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RÉSUMÉ 

Loccupation britannique a faciliré le conract de Chypre avec les réalités européennes. En 
effet, même le mouvement de l'Enosis a refleré l'idée d'auroderermination à travers le conrinenr 
européen et celle de modernisarion occidenrale comme complément des structures 
adminisrrarives, économiques er juridiques occidentales introduites par le " libéralisme 
britannique ". Cependant, l'exrension dans l' île de la gouvernance coloniale après la Première 
Guerre Mondiale a détaché Chypre de la rradition européenne er l'a placée dans le contcxre du 
mouvement anticolonialiste. Ladhésion à l'UE représenre un retour à l'Europe, qui ouvre de 
nouvelles perspectives pour un avenir commun enrre Chypriores-Grecs et Chypriotes-Turcs. 

ABSTRACT 

British rule significantly facilitared Cyprus's contact with European trends. Indeed, even 
the rise of the Enosis movement reflectcd rhe advent of the idea of self-derermination 
throughour the continent, and complimented the imposition of \X.esrern adminisrrative, 
economic and judicial structures by 'libcral Britain'. However, the extension of colonial rule 
afrer the First \X'orld \X ,lf parrially detached Cyprus from the mainstream of European hisrory 
and placed the island in the conrext of colonial liberation movements. The accession ro the 
EU represenrs a long-awaited return ro Europe, which opens new opporrunities in rhe search 
for a common future for rhe Greek-Cypriors and Turkish-Cypriots. 

Introduction 

International scholarship has repearedly stressed that Cypriot hisrory has 
been excessively influenced by international politics, the strategic interests of 
the great powers, and more recendy by the cold war, decolonization or the 
Middle Eastern crises. This article attempts ro detemine whether there is a 
distinct European tendency in contemporary Cypriot history, from the 
arrivai of the British in 1 878 to the signing of the EU accession treaty in 
April 2003. It will be argued that until the end of the First World \X'ar, 
British rule facilitared Cyprus's increasing contact with European trends. 
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However, the extension of colonial rule after 1 9 1 8  partially detached Cyprus 
from the mainstream of European history. Even then, the Greek-Cypriots 
continued perceiving themselves as a European people. As a result, the 
accession to the EU may be regarded as a long-awaited return to Europe, 
which also opens up opporrunities in the search for a common future of 
Greek- and Turkish-Cypriots. 

Tracing larger trends in contemporary history is an extremely difficult 
process which touches upon perceptions and political ideology, as well as 
events. Given that it tries ro access ideology and identities, this short article 
can only sketch some points which might be useful for the interpretation of 
contemporary Cypriot history. But this is a broad subject, one which must 
wait for more detailed srudy in the forure. 

Historical Background 

The British acquired Cyprus in 1 878 because of the island's strategic value 
in the Eastern Mediterranean. According to Prime Minister Benjamin 
Disraeli, the island was a key tO Western Asia and a valuable stepping-stone 
on the route to lndia.' Yet, the arrivai of the British brought Cyprus under 
the administration of a great European power and led tO the imposition of a 
European administrative and judicial system, as well as a partially elected 
Legislative Council. ln the relatively liberal political climate rhat British rule 
created, Cypriot political activity acquired the opportunity to develop. Thus, 
despite the fact that nominally sovereignty still belonged to the Sultan, from 
1 878 onwards it became significantly easier for Cyprus to follow European 
developments than during the previous period of Ottoman administration. 

The development of the Enosis movement indicated this clearly. 
Throughout Europe, the second half of the nineteenth century was the age 
of the rise of liberal ideals, of the idea of the nation-state, even of 
nationalism; and Cyprus followed this lead.z After the arrival of the British, 
Enosis appeared much doser: in those years the Enosis movement put 
forward a rather moderate political program, hoping that liberal Britain 
would repeat in Cyprus its impressive offer of the Ionian islands to Greece 
( 1 864). This has been described as the Ionian pattern of the Enosis 
movement, placing its emphasis on the concept of a peaceful struggle.·1 By 
the end of the nineteemh cemury two Greek Cypriot political parties had 
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emerged, the 'intransigents' and the 'moderares', representing a harder and a 
sofrer line respectively; yet neither was for an all-our clash with the colonial 
authorities. In fact, they both hoped that London would finally concede to 
Enosis! The development of trade in the Eastern Mediterranean helped 
increase Cyprus's contact with Europe and thus facilitated the intensification 
of the Enosis daim. Ir is noteworrhy that the power of the so-called 
moderare party was based on inland Nicosia, while the intransigent group 
was dominant in the ports of Larnaca and Limassol, where contact with the 
outside world was much easier. 

Despite friction with the colonial authorities over economic issues and 
rnainly the Cyprus Tribute, authors have nored the "peculiar mildness" of 
Greek Cypriot nationalism of these years.' The early Enosis movement made 
a distinction between English (European) liberalisrn, and 'Oriental 
despotism', namelr, the Ottoman ancien régime. Even during the 1 897 
Greek-Orroman war, at a moment of deep disillusionment with the policies 
of the European great powers, the attitude of the leaders of the Enosis 
movement and of the Press was illustrative: Greece, they claimed, had 
"underrook alone the task of driving the Asiatic tiger our of the grave of 
European civilization," but Europe had not done its "duty" to help in this; 
srill, the Greek Cypriot Press finally concluded that "the three most liberal 
governments" (Britain, France and Italy) anyway had not taken an anti
Greek attitude.6 A rendency to look to Europe - not only for support but 
also as a liberal mode! - was more than clear. Ir must also be remembered 
that the Enosis daim aimed at the incorporation of Cyprus to the Greek 
kingdom, which also perceived itself as a European stare. Taking inro 
accounr that the Enosis movement expressed the demand for democratic rule 
during a period when a modern economic structure and a European 
administrative system emerged in the island, it rnay be argued that the 
Enosis ideal projected a daim for European-sryle modernization. Ir is also 
possible to suggest chat by placing its hopes on "liberalisrn," the early Enosis 
movemenr was characterized by a profoundly idealistic tendency, which 
would follow Greek nationalism in Cyprus in the years to corne. 

Ironically, however, the British themselves, who had facilitared the 
political development of the Greek Cypriot communiry, refused to accept its 
daims. The British 'divide-and-rule' policy in Cyprus, and their attempt to 
play the Turkish-Cypriot minoriry communiry against the Greek Cypriot 
majoriry have been nored by numerous authors. London kept focusing on 
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the straregic value of Cyprus; the colonial officiais consisrendy 
underestimated the strength of the Enosis vision and resisred its demands. 
The reluctance of the British to realize that they faced a European (indeed, 
Balkan) irredentism in Cyprus, and their insistence on viewing Cyprus solely 
in a colonial conrext stand out among the factors which gradually led to 
polarizing relations berween the majority of the indigenous population and 
the colonial authorities.-

A break in Cypriot history occurred after the First World War. Greek 
Cypriot hopes run high in 1 9 14-18;  indeed, in 1 9 1 5  Britain officially 
offered the island to Greece to Jure it inro the conflict, but the then neutralist 
government in Athens rejecred the proposa!. After Greece' s defeat in Asia 
Minar in 1 922 such hopes were dashed; British sovereignty was formalized 
by the 1 923 Treaty of Lausanne, and Cyprus was proclaimed a Crown 
colony in 1 925.s 

In 1 923, nominal Turkish sovereignty was ended and Cyprus carne under 
the full ownership of Britain. Ironically, however, this caused a major 
detachment of Cypriot history from the mainsrream of European history. By 
that rime, in other counrries of southeastem Europe, 'Jiberation' had already 
occurred, at least liberation of majorities. Most of rhese counrries (Greece, 
Yugoslavia, Romania, Turkey) slowly tumed their attention to a differem 
agenda, namely security, protection of the status quo, reconstruction, and 
domestic developrnenr. None of this took place in Cyprus, which was 
definitely put into a colonial/imperial rather than European sphere. 
Nonecheless, liberation rernained ac the top of Greek-Cyprioc agenda; and, 
after 1 925, this rneant liberation from Britain, not frorn any "Asian des pot". 

The matter rnight not have been so grave, had Cyprus rnanaged to start ics 
course towards self-government; i.e. towards an evolutionary road to 
freedom. Afrer 1 922 a constitutionalist rendency, or party, emerged among 
the Greek-Cypriots, accepting the idea of a long period of liberal 
constitutional govemment under British sovereignty. In the 1 920s, the rise 
of Kemalism and of secular nationalism was also recorded among the 
Turkish-Cypriots. This process had been cornpleted by the lare 1 930s9• Yet, 
Kernalism aspired to bring Turkey doser to Europe, while Greece and Turkey 
solved their differences with cheir impressive rapprochement in 1 930. Thus, 
Greek- and Turkish-Cypriot cooperation in a liberal colonial regirne was 
possible. 
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Yet this was not the option that the British colonial officiais preferred. The 
1 925 revision of the Cypriot constitution again failed to set up proportional 
representation in the Legislative Council, which remained powerless. British 
reluctance ro concede more power to the indigenous population destroyed 
the position of the constiturionalists and became one of the factors that led 
to the 1 93 1  Cyprus revole. 10 This revoit was followed by the abolition of the 
Legislative Councils and led to governmenr by decree. During the l 930s, 
there was a visible trend among Greek-Cypriors to hope for liberal self
governmenr. Moreover, there were indications chat rhere could even be some 
cooperation between Greek- and Turkish-Cypriors in rerurn for a relaxation 
of the régime. However, the British strongly ruled out polirical concessions 
to the indigenous population, and blocked any move for joint Greek- and 
Turkish-Cypriot petitions regarding this demand. 11 

The oppression of the l 930s dealr anorher severe blow to gradualist ideas 
for the establishment of self-government. The no-change policy chat Britain 
adopted afrer 1945, culminating in Henry Hopkinson's famous "never" 
statement in 1 954, complered this process. Greek-Cypriots had once more 
participared on Britain's sicle in a world war and had ended up wirh a 
colonial régime. In 1 948, no longer believing in British good faith, Greek
Cypriots rejected a rather liberal British constirurional offer, the Winscer 
plan. The rationale was chat after another world war, a constitution was not 
enough. This was a major opportunicy to set a pace for smooth policical 
development chat was lest by the Cypriots. Still, one should keep in minci 
chat in 1 947-8 the left-wing Greek Cypriots participated in the constirution
making process, despite accusations of giving in to British pressures. The 
Lefr asked for the establishment of a restricred form of self-government but 
was forced ro reject the British proposai when Britain indicated chat it would 
not concede Cypriot control of miniscries. Thus, once again in 1 948, the 
British pulled the carpet our from beneath the feet of the supporters of an 
evolurionary strateg}·- J! 

Developments in 1 922-48 were crucial. The evolurionary concept lost its 
appeal for Greek-Cypriots, and, after WW II, it was gradually replaced by a 

revolutionary mood. After successive bitter disappoinrments, the inherent 
idealism of the Enosis movemenr led to more violent paths, and to a 'Cretan' 
pattern for irs struggle. The emphasis now lay on the need to fight for 
freedom, if freedom was denied. In other words, the radicalization of Greek 
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Cypriot nationalism took place in those years, culminating in Archbishop 
Makarios' Enosis campaign in 1 950-54 and to the armed suuggle in 1 955-
59.  It  was mainly now that the rhetoric of Greek-Cypriot nationalism 
acquired its combatant, often excessive, style. 

Certainly Greek Cypriot rhetoric of that rime argued that the British were 
denying freedom to a European people, at a time when colonies around the 
globe were gaining independence. Makarios himself stated at a press 
conference in London, in February 1 953, that "Cyprus belongs to the 
West", 1 1  and in 1 954 the first Greek appeal to the UN noted that Cyprus was 
"one of the most ancienr cradles of Western civilization" . 1 •  The strong 
insistence on principles also reappeared, with Makarios appealing to the 
liberalism of the US and of the British people, but also denouncing the 
'illiberal' attitude of the British governments." Yet liberalism now equaled 
'Western' (in general), or 'ami-colonial', rather than 'European'. Makarios 
made few direct references to Europe. This is not surprising as many 
European states, such as Britain, France and Belgium, were colonial powers 
and used to vote in the UN against Greek appeals for the self-determination 
of Cyprus. If, in the l 950s, there were two images of Europe: a 
'reactionary' /colonialist one and a progressive Europe of integration-the 
Greek Cypriots had an experience only of the former. In any event, the 
Enosis movement had now placed its hopes on the UN, and therefore had to 
broaden its scope to indude wider geographical areas. 

After 1 956-7, Greece and the Greek-Cypriots resisted the Turkish daim 
for partition, arguing that it was unacceprable to effect compulsory 
population transfers and upset the economy and the society of a European 
land in this way.16 The Greek-Cypriots kept stressing that they were 
Europeans; but they connected their European identity with their liberation 
daim, not with the search for a common future within a wider European 
framework. This was another natural consequence of prolonged colonial 
rule. Supranationalism, integration or even traditional European 
cooperation can be the options of free societies only. 

In those years Britain itself did not view Cyprus as a European land, but 
as a part of its invaluable Middle Eastern imperial/strategic position. Thus 
Britain's strategic and international needs in the Middle East largely 
derermined its policy on Cyprus throughout the l 950s. 1- The detachment of 
Cyprus from the mainstream of European h istory had reached a new peak: 
Cyprus was now part of a very violent pattern of the decolonization process. 
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The Modern Era 

After independence was gained in 1 960, Cyprus entered a new phase in its 
history, but new difficulties occurred. 18 This was boch a post-colonial and a 
post-revolutionary period, while independence did not particularly appeal 
either to Greek-or Turkish-Cypriots. Yet, free polirical life presented 
opporrunities both for internai political developmenr, as well as for the 
international position of the new state. 

According to the Greek Prime Minister, Constantinos Karamanlis, after 
independence Arhens strongly advised Makarios to pursue a pro-Western 
policy wirh the aim of "ending roday's prevailing psychosis in Turkey on the 
Cyprus question;" alignmenr with, and integration in the West was the only 
way of solving Cyprus's problems. Karamanlis claimed that in rhar case, one 
mighr hope char at some point in the future Turkey could even agree to 
consider Enosis itself.1'> 

lndeed, it must be remembered chat even during its revolutionary phase, 
the Enosis movement aspired to keep Cyprus in the West: Enosis would 
result in the union of Cyprus with a NATO country. Makarios' participation 
at the 1955  Bandung Conference aimed at securing support for Cyprus at 
the UN, not at detaching it from the West. During the final meeting of rhe 
Greek policy-makers prior to the 1 959 Zurich Conference, Makarios 
strongly srated to Kararnanlis chat the Cyprus Republic should become a 
NATO member.zo This did not transpire, mainly because of British 
reservations for Cypriot entry in the Western alliance. 

Yer rhere were other options, for example, the European Economie 
Community. lt is important to note that immediarely after the Cyprus 
settlement, in 1 959, negoriations for the association of Greece with the EEC 
srarred and the Greek Treary of Association was signed in July 1961 .  The 
Turkish agreement followed in 1 963. Arhens regarded association with the 
EEC as a strategic option for Greece rhat would provide for its polirical, 
economic and social integration into the councry's 'natural space'.21 The 
Karamanlis governmenr encouraged Cyprus to follow the same course; rhus, 
according to the British Embassy in Athens, during Makarios' 1962 official 
visit to the Greek capital, discussions focussed mainly on Cyprus's possible 
association with the EEC.11 
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Yet, Nicosia followed London's not Athens's lead with regard the EEC. 
Cyprus considered reaching an Association Agreement with the Community 
in 1 962, at a time when London also sought full membership. When de 
Gaulle vetoed British entry, Cypriot interest in association evaporated. 
Cyprus concluded an Association Agreement in 1 972, shortly before 
Britain's entry in the Community. In the l 960s Nicosia viewed the EEC 
merely as a trade mechanism rather than a strategic option for the country, 
and its main aim was ro protect Cypriot trade with Britain and the 
Commonwealth, as well as the position and residence rights of the large 
Cypriot diaspora in Britain.1·1 

The main reason why Cyprus failed to make a European option in the 
l 960s lay in the gradual breakdown of its recent constiturional settlement. 
Afrer 1963 Cypriot affairs were dominated by internal armed confrontation 
and ethnie conflict, a situation hardly compatible with a European 
perspective. During this period Nicosia saw the EEC as a supplementary 
rather than as a main theme of its policy: the primacy of the question of its 
international status was not dispured. Yet on that level, the Commonwealth, 
the non-aligned countries and the UN were regarded as more appropriate 
forums to attain Nicosia's aims. This is a funher reason why the eruption of 
the second Cyprus crisis prejudiced the island's future. Crises kept detaching 
Cyprus from the search for a Western and a European perspective. Makarios' 
decision to approach the non-aligned countries has been severely criticized. 
Similarly, his Thirteen Points proposal for constitutional revision has been 
described as a fatal mistake. 21i From rhis point of view, the failure of Nicosia 
to steer its course toward Europe in the early 1 960 may be regarded as a 
major lost opportunity. 

It should be noted that the post- 1 963 crisis dramatically destabilized 
Cypriot domestic as well as foreign policy. Hence, in his letter of 1 March 
1964 to the Greek Prime Minister, George Papandreou, Makarios stated that 
"Cyprus historically and culturally belongs to the West, although it will 
continue pursuing a non-aligned foreign policy. "2' This was at best a 
contradictory policy. Funhermore, it tended to increase US and Western 
suspicions about Makarios. In 1 964, repeatedly threatened by a T urkish 
invasion, Makarios felt the need to appeal to the Soviet Union for support, 
which also severely alienated the US and the Western powers, even Athens.2<· 
This in turn created ami-Western reflexes among the Greek Cypriot policy
makers, which made them turn even more toward the non-aligned. In the 
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vortex of successive crises after 1 963, Cyprus kept regarding itself as a 
European country on the verge, bur not as a country of the European 
mainstream. 

Thus, ethnie conflict as well as Cyprus's uncertain international position 
rended to becorne self-fulfilling prophesies. As has been suggested, after 
1 964 Makarios proved skillful in becoming an "international power 
broker,"r but this was a dangerous course in a very rroubled region of the 
world, and it was doubcful whecher the Archbishop's intelligence and 
persona! abilicies were enough to overcome ail possible difficulties. Most of 
ail, chese marked Cyprus's failure to pursue a long-term policy, either 
domescic or foreign. 

The 1 974 Turkish invasion, the US and NATO's immobility during the 
crisis, and the destruction of the Cypriot economy after the occupation of 
almosc 40% of the coumry's cerritory, should enhance ami-Western views in 
Cyprus and furrher remove ic from Europe. Significandy, this did not cake 
place: in 1963-74 the Greek Cypriots had not disputed chat cheir country 
was European; rhey simply searched for support in the Third World for 
raccical reasons. Even in the posc- 1 97 4 years, their European identity was 
not broughr imo question. 

Indeed, trying to survive in the post-invasion period, the Greek Cypriots 
were forced to turn their attention primarily to such goals as reconstruction, 
development, and the screngthening of their democratic institutions. Ali 
rhese form part of the European agenda. And the scunning economic success 
of the Greek Cypriocs, the so called "Cyprioc economic miracle," further 
confirmed the Wescern/European orientation of the Cyprus Republic. Ac the 
same rime the Cypriot policical system evolved after the loss of the facher 
figure of Makarios in 1 977. This weaning of rhe Cyprioc polirical system 
from Makarios' dominanc personality wouJd inevicably cake place sooner or 
lacer; ic occurred at a very difficulc moment, shordy after the trauma of 
1 974, but was carried out smoorhly and successfully. 

In other words, the Cypriot decision to seek a new course wichin a uniced 
Europe was a process which touched upon Cyprioc politics, ideology, as well 
as on the economy. By the lare I 980s chings were ripe for a new European 
opening, and Cyprus applied for full membership to the EEC in July 1 990, 
during Giorgos Vassiliou's presidency ( 1 988-93). This was also scrongly 
encouraged by the Greek governments, mosdy by the Constantinos 
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Mitsotakis administration; in June 1 993 the Commission 's Opinion opened 
the road for accession. The new Greek governments under Andreas 
Papandreou (1993-96) and Constantinos Simiris ( 1996- ) also srrongly 
supported this option during the presidencies of Glafkos Clerides (1 993-
2003) and Tassos Papadopoulos (2003- ) in Cyprus.28 

Thus the new convergence of the Greek Cypriots with Europe started not 
only on the economic, but also on the political and the ideological levels in 
the l 980s; it also naturally derived from the fact that throughout the modern 
era the Greek Cypriots strongly held that they are a European people. 
Consequently, accession is not merely a technical/economic event, but the 
culmination of a long process. This is why Cyprus is well-prepared, politically, 
menrally and ideologically (nor only economically) for EU accession. 

Forward-Looking Perspectives 

There has been a notable European trend in Cypriot history in general: the 
island was a part of the Byzantine Empire, rhen a Frankish and a Venetian 
possession up unril the Ottoman conquest. In modern rimes, the arrivai of 
the British in 1 878 gave to Cyprior polirical life the opportunity to develop 
and to seek integration into a "liberal" (European) rarher chan the so-called 
despotic (Asiaric or Oriental) world. 

However, the definite placing of Cyprus into a colonial/imperial sphere, 
following the First World War, caused a major break in Cypriot history. At 
a rime when other European countries, including the Balkans, were in search 
for security and development and were making a transition ro a more 
contemporary political agenda, liberation remained at the top of Greek 
Cypriot priori ries. After 1 94 5 the radicalization of the Enosis movement was 
combined with an excessive British interest in the Middle East. Cyprus 
became the field of a war of decolonization in an Eastern Mediterranean 
which went through a succession of crises. Thus, the Cyprus question 
became a part of a wider Middle Eastern upheaval, which also involved cold 
war antagonisms and the rise of other regional forces, such as Turkey or Arab 
nationalism. All these factors contributed to a detachment of Cypriot affairs 
from the mainstream of European history. Yet, British strategic priorities or 
post-independence misrakes of the Cypriots (both Greeks and Turks) could 
confuse the fondamental European trend in Cypriot history, but could not 
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arrest or cancel it. Today the return of Cyprus to Europe is being complered; 
the problem is that this may not involve che whole of the divided island. 

It goes without saying thac the European perspective of Cyprus is direcrly 
connecred to setrlement of the Cyprus question. EU membership makes 
available new procedures and guarantees for political and economic 
development, which would be unattainable outside the EU contexr. EU 
accession will also ensure that Cyprus's face not be decided primarily by che 
severe international rivalries of rhis troubled region. This should ensure chat 
its progress will be irreversible in the future. 
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